
Two new Bolia coffee tables
for a Scandinavian living room 

Bolia presents two new pieces for the living room: the Tab coffee table by Busetti Garuti Redaelli, 
round, elegant and timeless; and the Latch oversize coffee table, a new interpretation in generous di-
mensions of a sculptural piece by Dazingfeelsgood.

Tab Coffee Table

The Italian design studio Busetti Garuti Redaelli presents its latest creation: Tab. This elegant coffee table comes 
in two different heights and features a round top with a steam-bent oak veneer ring. The tabletop and legs are 
made of FSC® certified solid oak, natural oiled or white pigmented oiled. The purity of the wood’s treatment 
reveals its veins, and the finishes highlight the artisanal details that give each piece its uniqueness.

Latch Coffee Table

In 2017, Singapore-based design studio Dazingfeelsgood, won the Bolia Design Awards with the Latch coffee 
table. This poetic and sculptural piece features diverse forms that find harmony in their differences. Both simple 
and incredibly experimental, Latch is inspired by the rice fields of Asia. Latch is now available in a new oversize 
version. Its characteristic form and expression is now reflected in more generous dimensions (148 cm in length).
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Bolia.com is a Danish design company with 79 stores in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Germany, Belgium, 
the Netherlands, Switzerland, Austria, France and Luxembourg as well as online shops in 30 countries in 

Europe. Bolia also works with over 600 dealers in more than 50 countries around the world.

The Bolia design collective includes more than 60 international designers who share a passion for 
sustainable solutions and New Scandinavian Design. In close collaboration, two annual collections are 
formed; always with the ever-changing Scandinavian nature as starting point and where every design 

is tailor-made to suit the customer’s specific needs and wishes.

The Tab and Latch designs will find their place in living rooms of a Scandinavian expression, bringing their 
carefully thought-out functionality into everyday life.
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